
Tilde Pro Premium
Premium ANC Office Headset

Tilde Pro Premium ANC office headset for the best noise-
free communication and calls.

The patented active noise-cancelling technology (ANC) offers noise
cancelling up to -30dB for noise-free communication and calls in loud

environments.

Headphones with active noise canceling are headphones that reduce unwanted
ambient noise. This differs from passive headphones, which, when they reduce
ambient noise at all, use techniques such as sound isolation.

To cancel the lower frequencies of noise like human voices of your colleagues,
noise-canceling headphones use active noise canceling. They include
microphones that measures the ambient noise, generate a waveform that is
exactly the negative of the ambient noise and mix it with any audio signal the
listener desires. Noise Canceling Headphones specify the amount of noise they
can cancel in terms of decibels.

Calling comfortably in a noisy environment

Do you phone frequently (in an environment with noisy colleagues), in a

reception, call center or such another environment? The Tilde Pro can help you

make this more comfortable.

With the Tilde Pro you can make noise-free phone calls and eliminate

distractions to your own preferences. The standard on-ear or optional over-ear

earpads are comfortable, easy removable and interchangeable. Also the

microphone you can easily take off. Tilde Pro ensures clear and comfortable

communications with your clients!

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://www.bakkerelkhuizen.com/acoustic-solutions/tilde-pro-premium/


Tilde Pro's benefits..

Noise-free calls
The boom microphone on the Tilde Pro ensure
crystal clear calls, even in noisy spaces, because
of the 3 incorporated microphones. The
conversation is totally noise-free on both ends
of the line. This ensures confidential calls for
you and the person you're calling with.

Suppress noise
Enjoy the most natural noise reduction while
you choose how much ambient noises you want
to let in. You can eliminate distractions up to
-30 dB with a simple press on a button. Would
you rather not be isolated? It's easy to gradually
reconnect to your surroundings.

Collaborate easily
Tilde Pro uses a unique signal processing
algorithm that separates voice from noise. With
one press you start a face-to-face conversation
while ambient noises stay turned down. Enjoy
headphones that let you connect to your
surroundings whenever you need to.

Lower your voice
Tilde Pro is able to filter ambient noise. Because
you are no longer bothered by ambient noise,
you don't have to speak loudly and the volume
in the room will automatically drop. Your
colleagues and the person you're calling with
are less affected by ambient noise.

Detachable microphone
The Tilde Pro has a high quality, detachable
boom-microphone. If necessary, you can easily
detach the microphone thanks to the patented
magnetic attach system.

Interchange earpads
The earpads are removable, interchangeable
and available separately. This means you can
use one Tilde Pro within a team of multiple
employees with each their favorite comfort
over-earpads (for maximum comfort) or on-
earpads (enhancing lightness and mobility).

Knowledge Center

The open-place office has become commonplace in
the modern office environment. Similarly, flexible
working is another trend that we all (must) accept. No
assigned workspaces, but all seated together in an
open area. 

That poses some unique challenges. Where can you go
when you have to ...

Specifications

Width 165 mm (6.5 inches)

Height 188 mm (7.4 inches)

Depth 70 mm (2.76 inches)

Weight 215 gr (7.58 ounces)

Product code: BNETPNCOH

Contact

BakkerElkhuizen
Taalstraat 151
5261 BC Vught
Netherlands
tel. +31 365467265
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https://www.bakkerelkhuizen.com/knowledge-center/the-open-plan-office/

